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INTRODUCTION

An increase in defense spending coupled with the explosive growth in the

commercial aviation market, the Indian aerospace industry is one of the

fastest growing in the world. [1] Being the birthplace of Light Combat

Aircraft (LCA), India’s first indigenous fighter jet, the successful launch of

Saras and Hansa-3 and the growth of R&D companies in Bangalore, has

put it on the global map for manufacture of civilian aircrafts. [7] Home to

over 65% of investments in India’s aerospace sector, Karnataka is in a

unique position to leverage the potential growth of the sector. [2] Having

attracted over Rs. 14000 cr for projects such as the 950 acre Aerospace

Park adjacent to the Kempegowda International Airport at Devanahalli

(KIAL), and being home to major research units has Hindustan

Aeronautics Limited (HAL), Defense Research Development Organization

(DRDO), NAL, ISRO, etc., Bangalore’s low cost engineers and scientists are

a boon to growth, but issues such as infrastructure (availability of land,

water and power) has been a roadblock to progression. [1] Overcoming

such obstacles with policies specific to the aerospace industry, together

with focus on specialization in particular technologies and processes, can

ensure Karnataka sustained growth in the sector. In this paper, we apply

Porter’s diamond method to analyze Karnataka’s aerospace sector, and

highlight ways to subdue issues, thus leading way for Karnataka to

become a global competitor.

Current Scenario

As of present, India imports all material for manufacturing. [5] The Chief

Minister of Karnataka invited global aerospace firms to make products

and components for global and domestic markets in Bengaluru, and be

part of ‘Make in Karnataka’. Karnataka, home to the first aerospace policy

(2013-2023) in the country and hosting India’s first aerospace cluster in

Belagavi (500km north of Bengaluru), the Maintenance, Repair and

Overhaul (MRO) segment of civil aviation is expected to reach Rs. 1300 cr

by 2020. [3] However, Karnataka faces tough competition from

Hyderabad, Chennai and Nagpur, who are actively promoting aerospace

SEZs for aerospace manufacturing. [1] Porter’s diamond model for

competitive advantage of nations will bring the data is perspective.
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PORTER’S DIAMOND MODEL

In his book entitled ‘The Competitive Advantage of Nations’, Michael E.

Porter explains why a nation achieves international success in a particular

industry, using four attributes or the ‘diamond’:

i. Factor conditions

ii. Demand conditions

iii. Related and supporting industries

iv. Firm strategy, structure and rivalry.

For achieving sustained competitive advantage in knowledge-intensive

and high technology sectors, advantages throughout diamond are

necessary. In addition, since a nation’s success lies in various clusters of

vertically and horizontally integrated industries, rather than in isolated

industries, Porter’s diamond is applied to understand the nature and

competitive advantage of clusters. [4]

Factor Conditions

Factors of production include arable human resources, physical

resources, knowledge resources, capital resources and infrastructure. The

nation’s ability to efficiently deploy these factor advantages, gives us a

competitive edge over others. Selective disadvantages can, however,

stimulate innovation to offset the disadvantages. One example is Italy

becoming a leader in factory automation as a result of automation of

activities, instead of bearing high costs of converting unskilled to skilled

labor. [4] For Karnataka:

 Scientific, technical and market knowledge available from research

units as ISRO, HAL, DRDO, NAL, IISc, IIMB, Bharat Electronics

Limited (BHEL), Airbus Engineering Centre, Boeing’s Research and

Technology – India Centre etc.

 Low-cost engineers and scientists available from these institutions

constitute the required skillset for manufacturing hub and the MRO

hub.

 Private sector domestic firms Mahindra & Mahindra, L&T, TCS,

Wipro, QuEST Global, Taneja Aerospace and Infosys provide the

necessary technology know-how for the MRO segment.



• EADS, Airbus, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Snecma, IAI etc. are foreign

companies already present in the cluster. [5]

• With investments north of Rs.14000 crore, the government of

Karnataka (GoK) has allotted 950 acres near KIAL, Bengaluru for

Aerospace Technology Innovation Centre, Aerospace Common

Finishing Facility (ACFF) and the Aerospace Park. [2]

Advanced and specialized factors are essential to compete in niche

sectors as the aerospace industry. [4] India’s is highly dependent on factor

creation and continual upgradation of these factors.

Demand Conditions

The Indian civil aviation market handling 336 million domestic and 85

million international passengers, is expected to reach US $110 billion by

2020. [3] According to Porter, large home markets raise the competitive

advantage of a nation by employing economies of scale, adoption of new

technologies, and investing in large facilities for technology development

and productivity improvements. Having a number of independent buyers

amortizes risk of investment, and having international foreign buyers

influences the domestic demand conditions to get transmitted to foreign

markets, thus aiding internationalization. [4] The presence of such firms

India (refer previous point), greatly affects the national competitive

advantage.

Related and Supported Industries

The presence of related industries (industries whose products are similar)

allows for sharing of activities in technology development, manufacturing,

marketing, and could give preferential access to most cost-effective

inputs. Exchange of R&D and innovation practices results in increase of

the overall national competitive advantage. [4] With Bangalore as the

Silicon Valley of India, it has the highest concentration of IT and

engineering services firms. HCL, Infosys, Wipro, etc. will enable Karnataka

to be an aerospace hub for IT design and engineering services. [1]

Bengaluru has a large number of technology-based, firms in

telecommunications, electronics hardware, computer software, machine
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tool manufacturers, heavy equipment manufacturers, defense

establishments and biotechnology industries. [6] India is also home to

many Tier-2 and Tier-3 manufacturers in the Automobile industry, which is

a prime supporting and related industry for the aerospace sector. [7]

Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry

This attribute of Porter’s model describes the conditions, under which

firms are created, organized, managed, governed, and country norms,

which affect the same. Domestic rivalry is a significant factor, which

pressurizes firms to reduce prices, improve quality and constantly

innovate to upgrade the nation’s overall competitive advantage. [4] Over

the last couple decades, the demand has shifted from domestic public

sector to foreign public and private sector enterprises. The Bangalore

cluster is divided into two sectors, one with a research and the other with

a manufacturing focus. With increasing domestic travel, the

manufacturing focus is shifting from one of defense aircrafts to one of

civilian aircrafts. [6]

The presence of HAL, GE Aerospace, UTC Aerospace, Boeing R&D, Airbus

R&D, Rolls Royce JV with HAL, QuEST Technologies, Dynamite

Technologies and more than 2000 MSMEs, domestic rivalry has created an

ecosystem for continual improvement of quality of products available in

Karnataka. [2] With the aim to increase capabilities, and as a result of

domestic rivalry, NAL has developed two types of aircrafts namely (i)

HANSA – a two-seater trainer aircraft, and (ii) SARAS – a multi role light

transport aircraft. This has increased the overall technological dynamism

of the cluster. [6]
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SOLUTIONS

The success of a cluster in any technology sector is broadly dependent on

three factors: interdependency, orientation for export and wealth

generation.

Issues

• Serious bottlenecks in infrastructure are such as air connectivity, 

roads, electricity and water supply. [7] 



• 100% domestic private sector participation allowed, however, FDI is

limited to 25% for defense segment.

• Federal tax structure levies multiple taxes such as customs duty,

central excise, and service tax and VAT, thus making it difficult for

domestic manufacturing. Imported defense goods are taxed lesser.

Indirect tax for MRO activities also needs to be addressed. [5]

• Currently India is restricted as Tier-3 supplier to the industry with a

focus on low-tech design and engineering. To alter the focus, HAL

and Tata Advanced Services are working on new material

technologies for the development of composites. [5]

Suggestions to Overcome Issues

• The FDI limit to be moved from 26% to 49% or above. With more

foreign collaborations, it will enable Indian companies to move up

the value chain and capitalize on opportunities in addressing global

markets.

• Providing tax benefits to incentivize local companies in aerospace

manufacturing and service providers. This will attract foreign

players to set up business in India, ensure better return on

investment, and reduce competition from low-cost neighboring

countries such as China.

• Including adequate mechanisms for IP protection and technology

transfer will potentially attract more OEMs to establish local

manufacturing units in India rather than in other markets like

Africa, Middle East and South East Asia.

• The problem of domain experts and highly skilled manpower

shortage in the aerospace sector is being overcome by including

aeronautical departments in many universities, and return of

foreign trained experts and researched from abroad.

• With insufficient influx on R&D funds for advanced technologies,

and being endowed with low-cost, low-tech engineering capabilities

in India, it should rather focus on single elements of low-tech

manufacturing. [5]
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Based on Delphi data and an expert panel, major areas of action have

been enlisted below:
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Figure 1:  The Indian Aerospace Industry 2019, KPMG. [5]

Performance of the Bangalore Aerospace Cluster

Macro performance indicators are discussed in terms of exports and

competitiveness. Aircraft components exports have been growing at 82%

per annum from 1998 to 2008. The country is a larger exporter of

aeronautical rather than astronautic parts. The latter has a larger

domestic market. The most dominant linkage in the cluster is between

domestic component and aircraft manufacturers with large aircraft

manufacturers abroad. The link between ISRO and its suppliers is through

its commercial subsidiary, Antrix Corporation. [6]



On implementation of the offset policy for capital acquisitions, suppliers

to India are sourcing a portion of the components from India, thus

resulting in increase of exports.

Micro performance indicators were discussed after observation of the two

civilian aircrafts by NAL.

HANSA

With an initial estimate of Rs. 5 million in 1988, and project duration of 2-3

years, the aircraft was meant to be used for training and remote sensing

applications. It was completed in 1998 at Rs. 55 million, implying a time

overrun of 7 years, and cost overrun of 1000%. The aircraft was designed

with 100% foreign components, and no effort from NAL to locally source.

2 out of 8 aircrafts met with accidents. NAL failed to do systematic project

preparation of assessing market needs, nor keeping track of time and

cost.

SARAS

This Light Transport Aircraft (9 to 14 seats), the most ambitious project of

NAL, was allotted a budget of Rs. 1314 million. Despite a cost overrun of
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Figure 2: Relationship between imports of aeronautical equipments and exports of aeronautical 
parts, 1998-2008. Source: Computed from UN Comtrade. [6]



17% and problem of being over weight, the Indian Airforce ordered HAL

to manufacture 15. It is unclear whether HAL sourced components and

sub-systems used in the aircraft from within the Bangalore cluster or from

other suppliers in the country. TAAL had manufactured the entire aircraft

including tooling, parts and assembly. SARAS thus had a minimum

number of linkages with units in the Bangalore cluster.

To comprehend the importance of having a clear, focused strategy in a

developing country, the Embraer story in the Brazilian is studied. Created

in 1969, Embraer inherited the R&D personnel from the Brazilian

Aerospace Technical Centre. In collaboration with Italy’s Alenia Aermacchi,

Embraer secured state-of-the art technologies and relative training for its

personnel. With 17,000 employees, sales revenue of US $ 6 billion, R&D

expenditure of US $ 200 million, 244 aircraft deliveries, it was privatized in

1994. Embraer had a clear focus and strategy, and was proactive in

decision-making. NAL has much to gain from this. [6]

Conclusions

The Indian aerospace industry is steadily evolving from its defense focus

to civilian aircrafts. The country has positioned itself to be a source of

parts, components and software solutions to the international aerospace

industry. Bangalore cluster has been dynamic in attracting two leading

companies Boeing and Airbus to establish research and manufacturing

facilities. The geographic spread of the Bangalore cluster to the periphery

of the city relieves itself of the infrastructure bottleneck. India has

articulated clear policy and targets for the astronautrical sector and not

for aeronautical sector. Its only prime focus is the domestic aviation

industry. An offset policy is introduced to encourage private sector

involvement. [6] Including OEMs and Tier-1 companies to set up

operations in India, will not only lead to rapid growth in the aerospace

sector, but also drive technological capabilities of the firms. [5] In addition,

government created e-udyami, an online shop which allows investors

apply for approvals, and monitor the status of implementation of projects.

[3] Such initiatives are proof of the slow but steady progression of the

sector.
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